
Color Indexing Using Wavelet-based Salient PointsN.Sebe1 Q.Tian2 E.Loupias3 M.S.Lew1 T.S.Huang21Leiden Institute of AdvancedComputer Science,Leiden, The Netherlandsfnicu, mlewg@liacs.nl 2Beckman Institute,University of Illinoisat Urbana-Champaign, USAfqitian, huangg@ifp.uiuc.edu 3Laboratoire Reconnaissancede Formes et Vision,INSA-Lyon, Franceloupias@rfv.insa-lyon.frAbstractColor is an important attribute for image match-ing and retrieval. Most of the attention from the re-search literature has been focused on color indexingtechniques based on global color distributions. How-ever, these global distributions have limited discrim-inating power because they are unable to capture lo-cal color information. In this paper, we present awavelet-based salient point extraction algorithm. Weshow that extracting the color information in the loca-tions given by these points provides signi�cantly im-proved retrieval results as compared to the global colorfeature approaches.1. IntroductionIn a typical content-based image database retrievalapplication, the user has an image he or she is inter-ested in and wants to �nd similar images from theentire database. A two step approach to search theimage database is adopted. First, for each image inthe database, a feature vector characterizing some im-age properties is computed and stored in a featuredatabase. Second, given a query image, its featurevector is computed, compared to the feature vectorsin the feature database, and images most similar tothe query image are returned to the user. The fea-tures and the similarity measure used to compare twofeature vectors should be e�cient enough to matchsimilar images as well as being able to discriminatedissimilar ones.Of the visual media retrieval methods, color index-ing is one of the dominant methods because it hasbeen shown to be e�ective in both the academic andcommercial arenas. In color indexing, given a queryimage, the goal is to retrieve all the images whosecolor compositions are similar to the color composi-tion of the query image. Color indexing is based on

the observation that often color is used to encode func-tionality (sky is blue, forests are green) and in generalwill not allow us to determine an object's identity [6].Therefore, texture or geometric properties are neededto identify objects [2]. Consequently, color indexingmethods are bound to retrieve false positives, i.e., im-ages which have a similar color composition as thequery image but with a completely di�erent content.In practice it is necessary to combine color indexingwith texture and/or shape indexing methods [5], [4].Even if texture and shape indexing methods improve,color indexing retains its importance as a computa-tionally simple and fast �lter whose output can beprocessed by computationally more intensive meth-ods. In this context, the major challenge of new colorindexing methods is to improve the robustness of �nd-ing images with similar color compositions and to in-crease the retrieval speed.In color indexing, color histograms are often usedbecause they are feasible in terms of memory usageand provide su�cient accuracy [8]. While histogramsare useful because they are relatively insensitive toposition and orientation changes, they do not capturethe spatial relationship of color regions and thus, theyhave limited discriminating power. Stricker, et al. [7]showed that characterizing one dimensional color dis-tributions with the �rst three moments is more robustand more e�cient than working with color histograms.Our idea is �rst to extract salient points in theimage and then in their location to extract color fea-tures. It is quite easy to understand that the usage ofa small set of such points instead of all image reducesthe amount of data to be processed. Moreover, localinformation extracted in the neighborhood of theseparticular points is assumed to be more robust toclassic transformations (additive noise, a�ne trans-formation including translation, rotation and scale ef-fects, partial visibility, etc). From another point of



(a) Salient points (b)Tracked coe�cients (c)Spatial support of tracked coe�cients
Figure 1. Salient points extractionview, the underlying idea of salient points is relatedto the fact that when you look at an image the fea-tures you remember will be around some importantpoints [1]. These visual focus points need not to becorners. Salient points should be related to any visu-ally interesting part of the image, regardless whetherit is smoothed or corner-like. To describe di�erentparts of the image, the set of salient points should notbe clustered in few regions.In this paper, we present a salient point ex-traction algorithm using the wavelet transform,which expresses image variations at di�erent resolu-tions. Wavelet-based salient points are detected forsmoothed edges and are not gathered in textured re-gions. Hence, they lead to a more complete imagerepresentation than corners detectors [3].2. Wavelet-based Salient PointsThe wavelet representation gives information aboutthe variations in the image at di�erent scales. Inour retrieval context, we would like to extract salientpoints from any part of the image where somethinghappens at any resolution. A high wavelet coe�cient(in absolute value) at a coarse resolution correspondsto a region with high global variations. The idea is to�nd a relevant point to represent this global variationby looking at wavelet coe�cients at �ner resolutions.A wavelet is an oscillating and attenuated functionwith zero integral. We study the image f at the scales(or resolutions) 1/2, 1/4, : : :, 2j , j 2 Z and j � �1.The wavelet detail imageW2jf is obtained as the con-volution of the image with the wavelet function dilatedat di�erent scales. We considered orthogonal waveletswith compact support. First, this assures that wehave a complete and non-redundant representation ofthe image. Second, since the wavelets have a com-pact support, we know from which signal points eachwavelet coe�cient at the scale 2j was computed. Wecan further study the wavelet coe�cients for the samepoints at the �ner scale 2j+1. There is a set of coe�-cients at the scale 2j+1 computed with the same points

as a coe�cient W2jf(n) at the scale 2j . We call thisset of coe�cients the children C(W2jf(n)) of the co-e�cient W2jf(n). The children set in one dimensionis:C(W2jf(n)) = fW2j+1f(k); 2n � k � 2n+ 2p� 1g (1)where p is the wavelet regularity and 0 � n < 2jN ,with N the length of the signal.Each wavelet coe�cientW2jf(n) is computed with2�jp signal points. It represents their variation at thescale 2j . Its children coe�cients give the variations ofsome particular subsets of these points (with the num-ber of subsets depending on the wavelet). The mostsalient subset is the one with the highest wavelet co-e�cient at the scale 2j+1, that is the maximum inabsolute value of C(W2jf(n)). In our salient pointextraction algorithm, we consider this maximum, andlook at his highest child. Applying recursively thisprocess, we select a coe�cient W2�1f(n) at the �nerresolution 1/2 (Figure 1 (b) and (c)). Hence, this coef-�cient represents 2p signal points. To select a salientpoint from this tracking, we choose among these 2ppoints the one with the highest gradient. We set itssaliency value as the sum of the absolute value of thewavelet coe�cients in the track:saliency = �jXk=1 jC(k)(W2jf(n))j;� log2N � j � �1 (2)The tracked point and its saliency value are com-puted for every wavelet coe�cient. A point related toa global variation has a high saliency value, since thecoarse wavelet coe�cients contribute to it. A �nervariation also leads to an extracted point, but witha lower saliency value. We then need to thresholdthe saliency value, in relation to the desired numberof salient points. We �rst obtain the points relatedto global variations; local variations also appear ifenough salient points are requested.The salient points extracted by this process de-pend on the wavelet we use. Haar is the simplestwavelet function, so is the fastest for execution. Somelocalization drawbacks can appear with Haar due to



its non-overlapping wavelets at a given scale. Thiscan be avoided with the simplest overlapping wavelet,Daubechies4. However, this kind of drawback is notlikely in natural images and therefore, we used Haartransform in our experiments. In Figure 1 (a) wepresent the salient points extracted using the Haartransform. Note that our method extracts salientpoints not only in foreground but also in the back-ground where some smooth details are present.3. Color MomentsThe idea of using color distribution features forcolor indexing is simple. In the index we store domi-nant features of the color distributions. The retrievalprocess is based on similarity function which uses onlythese features to determine the similarity of color dis-tributions. The mathematical foundation of this ap-proach is that any probability distribution is uniquelycharacterized by its moments. Thus, if we interpretthe color distribution of an image as a probability dis-tribution, then the color distribution can be charac-terized by its moments, as well [7]. Furthermore, be-cause most of the information is concentrated on thelow-order moments, only the �rst moment (mean), thesecond and the third central moments (variance andskewness) were used. If the value of the i-th colorchannel at the j-th image pixel is pij , then the indexentries related to this color channel are:Ei = 1N NXj=1 pij ; �i =  1N NXj=1(pij �Ei)2! 12 (3)si =  1N NXj=1(pij �Ei)3! 13where N is the number of pixels in the image.We were working with the HSV color space so, foreach image in the database a 9-dimensional featurevector was considered. Let I and Q be the featurevectors corresponding to two images in the database.The similarity between these two feature vectors isgiven by: d(I;Q) = (I �Q)T (I �Q) (4)Note that each vector I and Q is a 9-dimensionalfeature vector with three color moments for each colorchannel.4. ResultsThe setup of our experiments was the following.First we extracted 50 salient points for each image in

the database using Haar wavelet transform and thealgorithm described in Section 2. We considered onlythe pixels in a neighborhood of 3 � 3 pixels aroundeach salient point which form the image signature.Note that only these 9 � 50 pixels characterized theimage and we used only this information for extract-ing the feature vectors. For each image signature inthe database we computed the color moments. Whenthe user selects a query, the system computes the cor-responding feature vector from the query image signa-ture and compares it with the feature vectors in thedatabase. For benchmarking purposes we also con-sidered the results obtained using color moments overthe entire image.The problem is formulated as follows: LetQ1; � � � ;Qn be the query images and for the i-th queryQi, I(i)1 ; � � � ; I(i)m be the images similar with Qi ac-cording to the ground truth. The retrieval methodwill return this set of answers with various ranks. Asan evaluation measure of the performance of the re-trieval method we used precision vs. recall at di�erentscopes: For a query Qi and a scope s > 0, the recall ris de�ned as jfI(i)j jrank(I(i)j ) � sgj=m, and the pre-cision p is de�ned as jfI(i)j jrank(I(i)j ) � sgj=s.In the �rst experiment we considered a databaseconsisting of 500 images of color objects such as do-mestic objects, tools, toys, food cans, etc. As groundtruth we used 48 images of 8 objects taken from dif-ferent camera viewpoints (6 images for a single ob-ject). We expect the salient point method to be morerobust to the viewpoint changes because the salientpoints are located around the object boundary andcapture the details inside the object, neglecting thenoisy background. In Figure 2 we present an exam-ple of a query image and the similar images from thedatabase. The salient point method outperformed theglobal color moments approach. Even when the imagewas taken from a very di�erent viewpoint, the salientpoints captured the object details enough so the sim-ilar image was retrieved with a good rank. When theglobal color moments were used the inuence of thebackground became important so the retrieval resultswere worse.Figure 3 shows the precision-recall graphs. Thecurve corresponding to salient points method is abovethe one corresponding to the global color momentsmethod, indicating that using salient points informa-tion is more e�ective.In the second experiment, we used a database of1505 various natural images. They cover a widerange of nature scenes, animals, buildings, construc-



Query Image
Salient 1 2 4 15 22Global moments 2 7 12 25 33

Figure 2. Example of images of one object taken from differen t camera viewpoints. The ranks of
individual images were obtained using salient points infor mation (Salient) and the global color
moments method (Global moments)Query Image
Figure 4. Retrieved images from a query using salient points . Match quality decreases from the
top left to the bottom right
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Figure 3. Precision/Recall for color objects
database using salient points information
(S) and the global color moments method
(Gm)tion sites, textures and paintings. As test set we con-sidered 50 images which were grouped in 5 classes (10images in a class): Airplane, Car, Flower, Lion, Bird.In Figure 4 an example is given of a query from theLion class and its retrieval results. Note that 7 out of 8retrieved images were from the same class as the queryimage. The salient points were able to capture the im-age details, even if the background was di�erent and

the position of the animal changed. In order to testthe retrieval results for each individual class, we ran-domly picked 5 images from each class and used themas queries. For each individual class we computed theretrieval accuracy as the average percentage of imagesfrom the same class as the query which were retrievedin top 15 images. The results are given in Table 1.Class Salient Global momentsAirplane 94 88Car 74 62Flower 72 58Lion 90 82Bird 88 82
Table 1. Retrieval accuracy (%) for each in-
dividual class using 5 randomly chosen im-
ages from each class as queriesNote that for the classes where the background wascomplex (Car, Flower) the results were worse than forthe other classes. However, the salient points captured



the details of the foreground objects and therefore theresults were signi�cantly better than in the case ofusing global color moments.In the next experiment, each of the 50 images fromthe test set were considered as queries and the re-trieval accuracy was calculated. The idea of this ex-periment was to retrieve images from the same classas the query image. The retrieval accuracy was givenby the average percentage of correct images from thesame class as the query which were retrieved in top nimages. These results are presented in Table 2.Top 10 15 20Salient 70.5 83.6 92.3Global moments 60.7 72.7 79.5
Table 2. Retrieval accuracy (%) using 50 im-
ages from 5 classesNote that again using the salient point informationthe retrieval results were improved. In average 9 outof 10 images from the same class were retrieved in top20 using the salient points.5. Discussion and ConclusionsA wavelet-based salient points extraction algorithmwas presented. The salient points are interesting forimage retrieval because they are located in visual fo-cus points and thus they can capture the local imageinformation. Extracting the color information in thelocations given by the salient points provided signi�-cantly improved retrieval results as compared to theglobal color feature approach.Two demands were imposed for the salient pointsextraction algorithm. First, the salient points shouldbe located in any visually interesting part of the imageand second, they should not be clustered in few re-gions. To accomplish these demands we used a Haar-based salient points extraction algorithm which is fastand captures the image details at di�erent resolutions.Two experiments were conducted. In the �rst ex-periment, we investigated the retrieval of color ob-jects images taken from di�erent viewpoints. Thesalient points method proved to be more robust tothe viewpoint changes because the salient points werelocated around the objects boundaries and capturedbetter the details inside the objects, neglecting thebackground inuence. In the second experiment, adatabase of natural images was used. The test imageswere grouped in di�erent classes based on the subjectdepicted in each of them. Some classes were mainly

composed of a single object on a simple background(e.g. Airplane, Bird where the background repre-sented the sky), while the others (Lion, Car, Flower)had a more complex background making the retrievaldi�cult. When the background was roughly the samefor all the images in the class, then the global colormoments performed reasonable well but still worsethan using the salient points method. When the back-ground was more complex, the global color momentshad worse retrieval results. However, the salient pointmethod captured the foreground object details moreaccurately and therefore, the retrieval results were im-proved.In conclusion, the image retrieval results can besigni�cantly improved by using the local informationprovided by the wavelet-based salient points. Thesalient points are able to capture the local featuresinformation and therefore, they provide a better char-acterization of the image content. In future work weplan on extracting texture and shape information inthe locations of the salient points making the retrievalmore accurate.References[1] S. Bres and J. Jolion. Detection of interest points forimage indexation. Visual99, pages 427{434, 1999.[2] M. Flicker, H. Sawhney, W. Niblack, J. Ashley,Q. Huang, B. Dom, M. Gorkani, J. Hafner, D. Lee,D. Petkovic, D. Steele, and P. Yanker. Query by im-age and video content: The QBIC system. IEEE Com-puter, 28(9):23{32, 1995.[3] E. Loupias and N. Sebe. Wavelet-based salient pointsfor image retrieval. TR. 99.11, Laboratoire Reconnais-sance de Formes et Vision, INSA Lyon, 1999.[4] A. Pentland, R. Picard, and S. Sclaro�. Photo-book: Tools for content-based manipulation of imagedatabases. SPIE - Storage and Retrieval for Imageand Video Databases, 2185, 1994.[5] J. Smith. Integrated Spatial and Feature Image Sys-tems: Retrieval, Compression and Analysis. PhD the-sis, Columbia University, February 1997.[6] M. Stricker and A. Dimai. Spectral covariance andfuzzy regions for image indexing. SPIE - Storage andRetrieval for Image and Video Databases, 1997.[7] M. Stricker and M. Orengo. Similarity of color im-ages. SPIE - Storage and Retrieval for Image andVideo Databases, 1995.[8] M. Swain and D. Ballard. Color indexing. IJCV,7(1):11{32, 1991.


